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Abstract
Preferential trade agreements (PTAs) usually result in increased trade amongst
member countries and lower prices within the PTA. Thus the markets are assumed
to be “more competitive” because lower prices are taken to imply “decreased
market power” due to a reduction in price-cost margins. In this paper we
empirically examine the relationship between changes in market power and
product differentiation within the context of a duopoly framework with restricted
entry. Using industry level trade data from the EEC we show that the formation of
a PTA may increase the market power of PTA-exporters and lower the market
power of non-PTA exporters. In addition, we show that these market power effects
are more pronounced for less differentiated products.
• JEL Classifications: F15, F12, L13
• Key words: Preferential trade agreements, Market power

I. Introduction
The US decision in the early 1980s to follow a “two-track” policy of trade
liberalization which included a continued effort towards furthering multilateral
agreements as well as pursuing new preferential trade agreements (PTAs) has
resulted in an unprecedented worldwide increase in PTAs over the last two
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decades. In keeping with the increased economic importance of PTAs there has
been a resurgence of empirical and theoretical research in this area. The insights
provided in the seminal contribution by Viner (1950) are still at the core of much
of the new analysis on PTAs. The central issues focus around the uncertain welfare
effects of PTAs due to the “trade creation” and “trade diversion” effects. For a
comprehensive analysis of the institutional issues as well as important advances in
empirical and theoretical research in the area see Bhagwati and Panagariya (1996),
Bhagwati, Greenway and Panagariya (1998), and Krueger (1999). Researchers in
this area have explored a number of specific economic issues including the lowering
of import prices, the loss of tariff revenues, increases in consumer welfare, static and
dynamic welfare effects of PTAs, and more recently the dynamic welfare and
political economy implications of PTAs. Grossman and Helpman (1995) and
Krishna (1998) use political-economy constructs to show that trade diversion is an
important motive leading to PTAs. An important element of any rent seeking
argument and its welfare implications is the phenomenon of market power which is
measured in its most basic form by price-cost margins. While studies which examine
price changes and/or cost changes may allude to changes in market power they do
not provide us with direct measures of changes in market power.
There is a well-developed body of work which looks at issues related to market
power and international trade. Amongst others, Knetter (1989) examines exchange
rate pass-through in the presence of imperfect competition, Aw (1992) examines
the impact of restrictive trade policy and imperfect competition on price-cost
mark-ups, Levinsohn (1993) examines the impact of international competition on
domestic market power and Goldberg and Knetter (1999) examine the impact of
exchange rate fluctuations on market power in export industries.
In this study we attempt to add to the literatures on “PTAs” and “market power and
trade” by empirically examining the changes in market power associated with PTAs.
Our specific objective is to try and isolate the impact of the level of product
differentiation on changes in market power. Using cross-industry analysis, we examine
the relationship between the market power effects of PTAs and the level of product
differentiation by analyzing the percent changes in market power following a PTA.
Within the context of trade policy and in particular trade agreements such as
PTAs the terms “increased competitiveness” and “lower prices” are seen as two
sides of the same coin. The reason for this lies in the simple assertion that lower
prices bring the prices closer to marginal cost and hence closer to the competitive
outcome. The indirect implication is that the markets are more competitive not
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because of the lower prices per se but because of lower price-cost margins. When
considering international trade it makes sense to interpret the cost in the price-cost
margin framework somewhat differently than in a pure domestic market context.
In particular, if we look at the total unit cost of selling in the importer’s market
then the cost for the exporter includes production costs as well as all trade costs
including tariff payments and/or equivalent cost effects of other restrictive trade
policies. Within this context the effect of a PTA is a discriminatory reduction in the
unit costs for exporters within the PTA. The consequent change in the price-cost
margin depends on the relative change in prices in response to lower costs. If
liberalization does not induce significant entry of firms then under fairly standard
assumptions regarding demand conditions and market behavior, it is seen that a
lowering of export costs results in a less than proportionate decline in prices. Thus
the price-cost margins for the exporters who experience the cost reduction are
actually higher after the PTA. However, the price-cost margins of the non-PTA
exporters will either go down or not change depending on the level of
substitutability between the two products.1 Consequently, while it is clear that
PTAs make the prices lower it is not clear that markets are more “competitive”.
Alternatively, we can restate this by saying that PTAs may increase the market
power of the PTA exporters and reduce the market power of the non-PTA
exporters and the magnitude of these effects will be conditioned by the level of
product differentiation.
In Section 2 we develop a simple Cournot-duopoly model with product differentiation and no entry. Using a representative firm approach we show that the
comparative-static effects of cost changes associated with PTAs are stronger for
less differentiated industries. In Section 3 we use industry level trade data to
examine the market power effects of the formation of the EEC. We estimate
changes in residual demand elasticities that result from liberalization for countries
exporting to EEC countries. We find that in some cases the PTA leads to increased
market power for EEC members and that these increases are larger for goods that
are more homogenous. It is also shown that decreases in market power for nonEEC exporters are larger for the more homogeneous industries. In Section 4 we
summarize the analysis in this paper and indicate future research direction.

1

In this paper PTA exports refer to intra-PTA exports and non-PTA exports refer to exports from non-PTA
members into the PTA markets.
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II. Cournot-Duopoly and Product Differentiation
The scenario we are focusing on involves exporters selling a differentiated
product in an imperfectly competitive market. This market is characterized by
positive price-cost margins which depend on the cost and demand conditions. The
main theoretical objective is to analyze the impact of a uniform cost reduction
across a segment of exporters on the market power of all exporters and in
particular to see how these effects are conditioned by the level of product
differentiation. The specific issue we are looking at is one in which PTA exporters
and non-PTA exporters are exporting their products to a common market within
the PTA. The PTA agreement reduces the exporting cost for all the PTA exporters.2
Given that all the firms from the PTA region within an industry face a uniform
cost reduction, due to lower intra-PTA trade costs, we only consider effects at the
aggregate industry level and do not model the impact of within-group strategic
interactions. Given this it makes sense to use a duopoly framework where for any
given industry there is a PTA duopolist who sells total quantity q1 and competes
with a non-PTA duopolist who sells q2.
We use a standard representative consumer approach to product differentiation
and assume that expenditure on the differentiated product is a small proportion of
total expenditure. This enables us to ignore income effects and lets us focus
directly on the sub-utility function associated with the differentiated product. We
assume that the outputs of the two firms enter symmetrically into the utility
function which is given by:
1
2
2
U ( q ) = α ( q 1 + q 2 ) – --- [ β ( q 1 + q 2 ) + 2θq 1 q 2 ]
2

(1)

where all the parameters are positive and β ≥ θ ≥ 0. This implies that the products
are imperfect substitutes and that own effects dominate cross effects on demand.
If β = θ then the products are perfect substitutes and if θ = 0 then the products
are independent. In this framework we are assuming that the number of firms is
fixed and product differentiation is reflected purely by the level of similarity
between existing products. Consequently, the level of product differentiation is
exogenous and is inversely related to the parameter θ. For a similar formulation
2

For the sake of simplicity we do not model PTA and non-PTA exports to markets outside the PTA. There
may be some interesting cross-effects in terms of reallocation of exports across markets by the exporters
which may have an impact on the market power within the PTA
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see Singh and Vives (1984) and Vives (1999). This differs from the models of product
differentiation which are in the Spence-Dixit-Stiglitz tradition where the central
results are driven by a CES sub-utility function and free entry is typically
assumed.3 Thus in the S-D-S approach the level of product differentiation is
influenced by the level of substitutability as well as the number of varieties. Since
the focus of our empirical analysis is to evaluate the comparative-static impacts of
exogenous changes in product differentiation the quadratic sub-utility approach
with no entry lets us isolate these impacts much more easily than a CES sub-utility
approach with free entry. Utility maximization of (1) yields the following inverse
demand system:
P i = a – βq i – θq j

i, j = 1 , 2

(2)

where Pi is the price of the product sold by firm i and qi and qj are the exports
of the two duopolists into the PTA market.
Let Ci represent the unit cost of exporting for firm i. We use Ci as a catch-all
term for all costs associated with exporting. This includes unit production costs ci
and unit trade/transportation costs ti which can be viewed as a specific trade cost
or a specific equivalent of an ad-valorem trade cost. Ignoring fixed costs, total cost
of supplying the product to the import market for firm i is given by:
( c i + t i )q i = C i q i

(3)

Assuming that the unit costs are constant the profit functions are given by:
Π i = ( P i – C i )q i

(4)

We further assume that the market is characterized by quantity competition and
the firms behave non-cooperatively. Profit-maximization under these conditions
yields the following first-order conditions:
dΠ i ⁄ dq i = a – 2βq i – θq j – C i = 0

which in turn yields the following downward sloping reaction functions:
3

See Spence (1976) and Dixit and Stiglitz (1977).

(5)
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(6)

From (6) we can derive the Cournot-Nash equilibrium values (q1*, q2*). The
direct impact of a PTA is a decline in t1 and from (3) we can see that for
exogenously given levels of unit production costs dt1 = dC1. Thus, we can analyze
the comparative-static impacts of a PTA by looking at the changes in equilibrium
in response to marginal changes in C1. Differentiating the equilibrium quantities
with respect to C1 we have (see Appendix for details):
dq 1 ⁄ dC 1 < 0 and dq 2 ⁄ dC 1 > 0
*

*

(7)

This implies that a reduction in exporting cost associated with the implementation
of a PTA will increase the equilibrium exports of the PTA exporter and given the
downward sloping reaction functions it will reduce the equilibrium exports of the nonPTA exporter. Differentiating (2) w.r.t. to C1and using (7) we have:
dp 1 ⁄ dC 1 > 0 and dP 2 ⁄ dC 1 > 0
*

*

(8)

The implication is that a reduction in exporting cost associated with the
implementation of a PTA will reduce the equilibrium price of both the PTA and the
non-PTA exporter. The intuition behind this is that a decline in the cost of the PTA
exporter increases the exports of the PTA exporter and the direct effect of this is
to reduce the price for both the PTA and the non-PTA exporter. Furthermore the
corresponding decline in the non-PTA exports will cause an increase in the prices
of both exporters but this indirect effect is dominated by the direct effect.
The effect of the PTA on the market power of the two exporters can be
evaluated by calculating the impact of a change in C1 on the price-cost margins of
the two firms. We use the individual Lerner indices as a measure of market power
and these are defined as:
Li = ( Pi – Ci ) ⁄ Pi

Differentiating the Lerner indices with respect to C1 we have:
dL 1 ⁄ dC 1 = – [ P 1 – C 1 ( dP 1 ⁄ dC 1 ) ⁄ ( P 1 ) ] < 0
*

2

dL 2 ⁄ dC 1 = [ C 2 ( dP 2 ⁄ dC 1 ) ⁄ ( P 2 ) ] > 0
*

2

(9)
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Equation (9) shows that as long as the price declines proportionately less than
the cost of the PTA exporter, the market power of the PTA exporter increases.4 We
also see that the PTA has a negative impact on the market power of the non-PTA
exporter as long as dP2* /dC1 > 0.
The main objective of our analysis is to analyze how these cost pass-through
effects are influenced by the level of product differentiation within a given
industry. This influence can be studied by focusing on the impact of changes in θ
on magnitude of the comparative static results we have stated in (7), (8), and (9).
Differentiating (7), (8) and (9) with respect to θ gives us:
d q 1 ⁄ dC 1 dθ < 0 ; d q 2 ⁄ dC 1 dθ > 0

(10)

d P 1 ⁄ dC 1 dθ < 0 ; d P 2 ⁄ dC 1 dθ > 0

(11)

d L 1 ⁄ dC 1 dθ < 0 ; d L 2 ⁄ dC 1 dθ > 0

(12)

2 *

2

2

*

*

2 *

2

2

*

*

As noted earlier a higher (lower) θ corresponds to a lower (higher) level of
differentiation in the industry. From (10) we see a decline in costs due to the PTA
has a stronger upward effect on the exports of the PTA exporter and a stronger
downward effect on the exports of the non-PTA exporter if the products within an
industry are less differentiated. In other words, the cost advantage which results
from a PTA has much stronger quantity effects when the products are more
similar. The intuition is that the PTA exporter’s marginal profitability of increasing
sales in response to an exogenous cost reduction is higher if the non-PTA firm is
selling a product which is a closer substitute.
The set of relationships in (11) tell us that the cost advantage due to the PTA
results in a smaller decline in the price of the PTA exporter and a larger decline in
the price of the non-PTA exporter if the products are less differentiated. The
intuition is that any expansion in sales will be associated with a smaller decline in
prices if the two products are closer substitutes. In other words, the price does not
have to be lowered too much to increase sales if the products are similar. From the
non-PTA firm’s point of view, for any level of quantity it will have to have a more
aggressive (lower) price if the products are closer substitutes. Hence, the
4

This condition is satisfied for our model and for other formulations where the demand structure is not
too convex.
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downward impact on its price is much stronger when the products are less
differentiated and the PTA exporter expands its sales in response to a cost
reduction.
The market power relationships in (12) indicate that lower export costs due to
the PTA cause a greater increase in market power of the PTA exporter and a
greater decline in the market power of the non-PTA exporter when the products
are less differentiated. As noted above a decline in the cost of the PTA exporter is
associated with a smaller decline in its price if the products are less differentiated.
This implies that the lower cost is associated with a relatively larger increase in the
price-cost margin if the products are closer substitutes. Since the price decline of
the non-PTA exporter is greater if the products are less differentiated and since it
does not experience a decline in costs, its price-cost margin decline is relatively
larger if the products are closer substitutes.
The main implication of these results is that without entry all PTA exporters
should experience an increase in market power and all non-PTA exporters should
experience a decline in market power. Furthermore, the percentage changes will
be greater for homogeneous goods industries as opposed to industries with
differentiated goods.

III. Data and Empirical Model
The theoretical model yields 3 basic results regarding the market power effects
of liberalization: 1) market power for exporters within the PTA increases due to
costs decreasing by more than prices 2) market power of firms outside the PTA
falls because of lower prices 3) these market power effects are more pronounced
for homogeneous goods. As noted earlier we do not model the entry of firms,
which is likely to be important in practice. When trade barriers decrease within the
PTA it may induce firms from within the PTA to enter new markets within the
PTA. Entry of new firms may act to decrease the market power for firms already
in those markets. In most markets, this entry effect might be regarded as the
dominant effect as it is usually assumed in the literature that PTAs lead to more
competitive markets. Thus, in general the market power effects of PTAs are
ambiguous as liberalization may increase, decrease, or have no effect on markups
depending on the size of the entry and cost reducing effects of liberalization.
Therefore, what we hope to accomplish in the empirical analysis is to identify
cases where the cost reducing aspect of a PTA dominates the entry effect thus
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leading to increased market power.
Our data contain bilateral trade flows for 21 OECD countries from 1961-1995.
The data consist of quantities and unit values reported at the 4-digit SITC level.
The trade data were obtained from the OECD. In addition, for these 21 countries
we have annual data on exchange rates, GDP, and wage indices from International
Financial Statistics.
Of the 21 countries, five (Belgium/Luxembourg, West Germany, France,
Netherlands, and Italy) are original members of the EEC and constitute our “EEC”
group. In addition, there are 5 countries (Australia, Canada, Japan, New Zealand,
and the USA) that never joined the EEC or formed free trade agreements with the
EEC and thus they comprise our “non-EEC” group. To examine the potential
market power effects of free trade area formation we consider intra-EEC trade and
trade between our EEC countries and our non-EEC countries. The distinction
between the two groups is important because it provides us with a natural
experiment. The original 5 EEC members signed a trade agreement in 1959 that
established a tariff reduction schedule that achieved zero tariffs for intra-EEC
trade by 1969. This agreement of course did not affect tariffs for our non-EEC
group. Therefore, our data enables us to examine the different market power
effects that result form this type of discriminatory liberalization.
The 11 OECD countries that are not in our EEC or non-EEC groups are
countries that either joined the EEC or formed a free trade agreement with the
EEC countries at some time after 1969. Although we do not estimate market
power for these countries their data does play an important role in our estimation
procedure. For each bilateral trade relationship we examine we need to consider
the effect of other countries that also export to that same market and thus we
exploit the data from all 21 countries in this regard. Our data on the 21 OECD
exporters on average represents about 77% of total world exports to our 5 EEC
countries and thus we are able to account for most of the interaction between
exporters for the markets we consider.
Our empirical analysis builds on the work of Baker and Bresnahan (1988) and
Goldberg and Knetter (1999). These papers both present methods for examining
market power by estimating residual demand elasticities. One of the advantages of
this approach is that, unlike in the direct estimation of mark-ups, it does not
require data on marginal cost. To estimate residual demand elasticities one only
needs to observe cost shifters for competing exporters. Baker and Bresnahan
(1988) discuss the relationship between residual demand elasticities and Lerner
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indices and note that the two measures are very closely related in models of
differentiated products. Goldberg and Knetter (1999) is particularly relevant
because they consider estimating the residual demand elasticity faced by a group
of exporting firms in a given import market, which is appropriate for our industry
level trade data. Given that our goal is to measure changes in market power as a
result of liberalization we extend the Goldberg and Knetter (1999) model slightly.
We begin by presenting their basic estimation equation and discuss the intuition
behind the method. We then describe the simple extension of the model.
Country i’s inverse residual demand for exports of good k from country j in year
t is given by:
ln P ijkt = α 0 + α 1 lnQ ijkt + α 2 lnGDP it + α 3 lnZ ickt + ε ijkt

(13)

where Zickt is a vector of cost shifters for other countries (country j’s competitors)
that export to country i, and ε is an error term. With this log linear specification,
α1 gives an estimate of the inverse of the residual demand elasticity. The intuition
for this estimation equation is that changes in country j’s costs obviously don’t
affect the residual demand country j faces but changes in competing exporting
country’s costs do.5
The cost shifters we use in our model are wages and exchange rates for
competing exporters. Since a given exporter may have a number of competitors in
any given market we construct a trade-weighted index of competitor’s real wages
for each exporter in each market.6 For each importer, i, we look at the total amount
of goods imported in a given industry from the other 20 OECD countries in our
sample. In all cases we consider there are multiple exporters. Thus to measure the
change in competing exporters’ wages, we construct a variable that is the sum of
all competitors’ real wages weighted by the share of country i’s imports coming
from the respective competitors. Constructing a similar index to measure changes
in competitors’ exchange rates is slightly more complicated because the units of
measurement on exchange rates differ across exporters. To solve this problem we
construct a standardized exchange rate (a Z-score) for each country pair based on
the mean and standard deviation of the exchange rate for the pair over the sample
5

For a detailed discussion of the derivation of the residual demand curve see Goldberg and Knetter
(1999).

6

Note that all exporter wages are reported in the importing country’s currency.
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time period. These standardized exchange rates are then used to construct a tradeweighted measure of competitors’ exchange rates.
To measure changes in market power over time we introduce a dummy variable
(DUM69) that indicates whether a given observation occurs before 1969. This
dummy variable is interacted with the log of the quantity of imports to measure
differences in the residual demand elasticity pre and post-liberalization. Thus, our
estimation equation is given by:
ln P ijkt = α 0 + α 1 lnQ ijkt + α 2 lnGDP it + α 3 lnWAGE ickt + α 4 lnXR ickt
+ α 5 DUM69 ( lnQ ijkt ) + α 6 DUM69 + ε ijkt

(14)

With this specification α5 measures the difference in pre and post-liberalization
residual demand elasticities. One econometric issue that must be addressed is that
Qijkt is endogenous. The endogeneity arises because Pijkt and Qijkt are determined
by demand and the profit-maximizing behavior of firms. Given this we use twostage least squares. For the residual demand equation to be identified we need at
least one variable from the firm’s supply relationship that is not an independent
variable in the residual demand equation. The two supply variables we use are the
exporter’s wage and exchange rate.
Given that we have 35 years of data, equation 14 is estimated for every importerexporter-industry in our sample.7 After dropping observations with missing data
and omitting cases with an insufficient number of observations, we obtained 5353
sets of estimates for equation (14) for intra-EEC trade and 2487 sets of estimates for
trade between the EEC and non-EEC groups. Since our model predicts different
effects for the EEC and non-EEC exporters we first examine the estimates for intraEEC trade and then consider the estimates for the exports from our non-EEC
countries to the EEC importers.
Since the theory suggests that the level of product differentiation has implications for the size of the market power effects due to changes in trade barriers, we
split our sample into homogeneous and differentiated goods cases. The classification
of industries is based on Rauch (1999). Rauch classifies 4-digit SITC industries
7

We did experiment with pooling the data and estimating a fixed effects model but this did not improve
the quality of the estimates. In this application pooling presents a bit of a problem as the point to our
paper is that the elasticities may vary across industries and trading partners and thus we do not want to
impose restrictions regarding these estimates.
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based on the availability of prices for the goods. If there is an organized exchange
for an industry with a standard price then the good is classified as homogenous. If
there is not an organized exchange but reference prices can be located then the
goods are somewhere between homogeneous and differentiated. If an industry
does not even have reference prices then it is considered differentiated. Since there
are many more differentiated industries, we treat the homogenous and referenced
priced industries as being homogeneous industries.
Equation 14 is first estimated for the intra-EEC cases. Prior to estimating changes in
market power it may be useful to examine the accuracy of estimates of the base
level (pre-1969) market power which is captured by estimates of the inverse
residual demand elasticity, α1. The t-statistics in Table 1 indicate that for α1 99%
of the estimates are reasonable in that they suggest a demand curve with a
significant negative slope or a zero slope. However, when we look at the actual
levels of the elasticity estimates shown in the lower half of table 1, we see that the
range is quite large and some of the numbers may raise questions about the
Table 1. Distributions for α1 Coefficients and t-Statistics
Distribution of t-statistics for α1
Percentiles
1%
-3.914822
5%
-1.996492
10%
-1.40821
25%
-.6780007
50%
-.0630145
75%
.4141764
90%
.9283574
95%
1.250448
99%
2.075887
Distribution of estimates for α1
Percentiles
1%
-53.67355
5%
-11.16721
10%
-4.585087
25%
-1.138051
50%
-.0942732
75%
90%
95%
99%

1.012938
4.411955
10.36205
55.67663

Obs

5353

Mean
Std. Dev.

-.2010661
1.116828

Variance
Skewness

1.247306
-2.250627

Obs

5353

Mean
Std. Dev.

-.6732612
72.79809

Variance
Skewness

5299.562
-11.08145
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accuracy of the estimates as they imply extremely inelastic demand. A plausible
explanation for this may be the existence of a large unobserved domestic market.
This may imply that our data are most appropriate where the domestic market is
relatively unimportant. One would expect that exporter market power is more
likely to exist in markets where domestic markets are less relevant. Consequently,
it may be reasonable to condition on the existence of market power prior to 1969
(α1 negative and significant). Table 2 shows the distribution of our statistically
significant α1 estimates. The range of estimates in table 2 is much smaller and
with a median value of -.6 the inverse residual demand elasticity estimates seem
plausible.8 In addition, as expected, the percentage of differentiated goods cases
indicating market power (8.8%) exceeded the percentage of homogeneous goods
cases (5.9%).
Although not shown in our tables, we briefly discuss our estimates for the demand
shifters GDP, competitor’s exchange rate, and competitor’s wage. The coefficient
for GDP has the expected sign 66% of the time and the estimates are positive and
significant at the 5% level 33% of the time. The median inverse income elasticity
is .68 which might indicate the relative importance of manufactured as opposed to
agricultural products in the sample. This is not surprising given the particular
sample of countries in the data set.
The coefficient α4 measures the effect of a change in the competitor’s bilateral
exchange rate with the importing country on the exporter’s price. This should be
positive as an appreciation of the competitor’s currency will increase the demand
Table 2. Distribution for α1 Coefficients Conditioned on Statistical Significance8
Percentiles

Smallest

1%
5%
10%
25%
50%

-4.717958
-2.606028
-1.721913
-1.086411
-.6355725

-8.208305
-7.343651
-6.354582
-4.717958

75%
90%
95%
99%

-.3850618
-.2415954
-.1799403
-.0895811

-.0895811
-.077649
-.0703683
-.0627703

Obs
Sum of Wgt.
Mean
Largest Std. Dev.

398
398
-.9042146
.9202854

Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis

.8469253
-3.656464
22.56142

Specifically, we only consider cases where the t-statistic on α1 in equation 14 is less than -1.65.

8
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for the exporter’s product. Exchange rates appear to be a fairly good cost shifter
as α4 has the correct sign 63% of the time and is significant 21% of the time at the
5% level. In addition the magnitude of the estimates appears reasonable as the
median inverse elasticity is .2.
The coefficient on wage has the expected sign less the 50% of the time and thus
it is not our most effective demand shifter. Since we have 2 cost shifters and
neither is a primary variable of interest the fact that wage does not perform as well
as one might expect should not affect our results.
Our main interest is to measure the changes in market power that may result
from the PTA. Since our model has implications for the relative size of changes we
are most interested in the percent changes in market power but first we will briefly
comment on the absolute changes. As with our estimates of α1, the estimates of
the absolute changes in market power, captured by α5 also seem reasonable. The
majority of the estimates are positive suggesting that the entry effect of the PTA is
the primary effect. The median value of α5 is .32 which seems reasonable.
However, the most notable point is that a little more than 10% of the estimates are
negative (of these 10%, about half of the estimates are statistically significant),
indicating an increase in market power. These increases occur when the cost effect
from the PTA dominates the entry effect.9 It is also interesting to note some of the
industries with statistically significant increases in market power resulting from
liberalization. Some of theses industries are: Boxes and bags of paper and paperboard; Synthetic rubber; Acyclic alcohols and their derivatives; Printing paper in
rolls or sheets; Aluminum and aluminum alloys, worked. These industries may be
comprised mainly of goods produced in foundries, paper mills, and large chemical
plants. If this is the case then the entry effect of liberalization may be small due to
substantial fixed costs of production and thus the cost effect leads to increased
market power. Similarly, many of the industries where there are significant
decreases in market power are industries where fixed costs may be low and thus
liberalization might lead to substantial entry effects. Some examples of these industries
are: Prepared and preserved vegetables; Jams and fruit jellies; Bulbs of flowering
plants; Manufactured articles of wood; Tableware and pottery; Nails and screws.
9

It is important to point out that in the current application statistically insignificant estimates are meaningful
as they imply that there is no change in market power. In addition, because α5 measures the net effect
of the entry and cost effect, observing the α5 is zero does not necessarily imply that the cost effect is
zero. Because of this we do not exclude statistically insignificant estimates.

10

Coefficients are significant at the 5% level.
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Given that we do not model or measure fixed costs of production in this paper we can’t
claim that this clearly demonstrates any connection between fixed costs and changes in
market power. Nevertheless, the results seem to be suggestive in this regard.
To examine the percentage changes in market power we construct a variable R
= (α5/α1). In Table 3 we report the summary statistics for the distributions of R for
the homogeneous and differentiated sectors. Because we have conditioned on α1
being negative, a positive value of R means an increase in market power. As
expected most cases are negative and this is probably due to the importance of
entry effects which are not the focus of our analysis. However, we do find
statistically significant cases where there is an increase in market power. This is
indicative of the existence of situations where the negative market-power effect of
entry is more than off-set by the positive market power effect of a discriminatory
cost reduction. As can be seen from Table 3, the distributions are skewed and this
Table 3. Distributions for R Conditioned on Statistical Significance of α1
Distribution of R for Homogeneous Goods
Percentiles
1%
-2.53087
5%
-1.561758
10%
-1.300283
25%
-.9589907
50%
-.500971
75%
90%
95%
99%

-.0197376
.7068502
1.079207
3.254498

Distribution of R for Differentiated Goods
Percentiles
1%
-2.576652
5%
-1.513615
10%
-1.188448
25%
-.9018083
50%
-.5457882
75%
90%
95%
99%

-.0623305
.5351476
1.031356
2.577259

Obs

155

Mean
Std. Dev.

-.4312196
1.755519

Variance
Skewness

3.081847
-1.689463

Obs

243

Mean
Std. Dev.

-.4154696
.9150371

Variance
Skewness

.837293
.8790696
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implies that a comparison of means is not very meaningful. Nevertheless, we can
see that the distribution shifts slightly to the right for the case of homogeneous
goods. We can see this by simply comparing the values of R from the 50th to the
99th percentiles. In addition, the skewness measures indicate that for homogeneous
goods the observations tend to be concentrated in the right tail and for differentiated
goods the observations are concentrated in the left tail. This is consistent with the
theoretical prediction that the positive market-power effects of discriminatory cost
reductions will be stronger for homogeneous goods.
We next examine how formation of the EEC affected our non-EEC exporting
countries. For these exporters our model suggests that market power should
decrease and that the market power effect should be more pronounced for
homogeneous goods. For these exporters there were 1237 homogeneous goods cases
and 1250 differentiated goods cases. As before, we condition on the existence of
market power prior to liberalization and this leaves us with 118 cases. Our
estimates of α1 and α5 once again seem quite reasonable as the median values
were -1.09 and -.69 respectively. In addition, consistent with what one might
expect, 96% of our α5 estimates suggest either a significant decrease in market
power or no change in market power. In table 4 we report the distributions of the
percent changes in market power for the differentiated and homogeneous goods
industries. The table reveals that the median and mean values of R in the
homogeneous sector are more negative than the corresponding values in the
differentiated sector. This indicates that the decreases in market power are larger
for the homogeneous goods sector. Thus, the results from the empirical analysis
are consistent with the theoretical predictions which suggest that the market power
effects of PTAs will be more pronounced for less differentiated products.

IV. Summary and Conclusion
Research on PTAs has typically focused on the agreement’s effect on prices and
trade flows. Most research has shown that PTAs increase the intra-PTA volume of
trade and lower prices for consumers. The intuition for this is that these
agreements lower the cost for intra-PTA trade, which leads to lower prices for
goods from within the PTA. In addition, this may also lead to price reductions for
exporters who are not part of the PTA but compete with the PTA exporters within
the PTA markets. The conventional thinking is that these lower prices imply that
the markets are made more competitive by the PTA. In this paper we demonstrate
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Table 4. Distribution of R Conditioned on Statistical Significance of α1
Distribution of R for Homogeneous Goods
Percentiles
1%
-1.991088
5%
-1.908196
10%
-1.2466
25%
-.9559417
50%
-.7071029
75%
-.2423968
90%
.4679137
95%
.7089475
99%
.9478515
Distribution of R for Differentiated Goods
Percentiles
1%
-2.120819
5%
-1.065472
10%
-.9786778
25%
-.8165661
50%
-.5370355
75%
90%
95%
99%

-.144621
.6282043
1.677084
4.398053

Obs

36

Mean
Std. Dev.

-.6010902
.6753321

Variance
Skewness

.4560735
.1791794

Obs

82

Mean
Std. Dev.

-.2911639
.9577142

Variance
Skewness

.9172165
2.268689

that this is not necessarily the case. It is usually assumed that the entry of firms
induced by PTAs drives prices closer to marginal cost resulting in lower markups.
However, we show that if the entry effects are weak then PTAs actually result in
increased markups as prices decrease less than the cost of selling in the PTA. In
addition we show that this markup-increasing cost effect is more pronounced for
less differentiated goods. Using industry level trade data from the formation of the
EEC we show that there is some empirical evidence for our theoretical predictions. We find that the formation of the EEC lead to more competitive import
markets in most cases but for some cases liberalization actually lead to increased
market power for the PTA exporters. Furthermore, as predicted by our model, the
data suggests that the increases in markups were larger for the homogeneous
goods. Similarly, we show that for non-member countries that export to the PTA
countries, the decrease in market power is larger for the less differentiated goods.
In a static framework the fact that PTAs may result in increased markups may
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be of little practical significance. While recognizing that market power distortions
may be growing as a result of liberalization may be interesting, the welfare improving
effects of lower prices are likely to be more important. However, in a dynamic
model the long-term welfare effects of a PTA may be influenced by changes in the
level of market power. There are a number of long-term implications of increased
market power (as measured by a higher price-cost margins) including the
incentive for rent-seeking behavior and the ability of firms to effect entry of new
firms. The final impact of the change in market power will be influenced by a
number of factors including things such as entry and exit of new firms, policy
responses by non-PTA exporter countries, the relative market share of PTA and
non-PTA firms, reallocation of exports between the PTA and other markets outside
the PTA by PTA and non-PTA exporters, just to name a few. Thus, in the long run
PTAs could have welfare reducing effects if the increases in market power have
adverse entry and exit effects. In future work we would like to examine this
possibility more closely in a dynamic model with firm level data.
Received 1 May 2002, Accepted 26 October 2002

Appendix
Cournot-duopoly with linear demand and product differentiation
Given the quadratic utility function in (1), utility maximization yields the
following demand system:
p i = α – βq i – θq j

i, j = 1 , 2

(A1)

The profit functions of the two dupolists are:
Π i = ( p i – C i )q i

(A2)

where Ci is the total unit-cost of exporting into the importing country.
The first-order conditions yield the following reaction functions:
α – θq j – C i
q i = ---------------------------2β

(A3)
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The comparative-statics w.r.t. to changes in the unit exporting cost of the PTA
2

θ 
exporter are given below  A = 1 – -------2 :
4b 

*

dq
–1
--------1- = ---------- < 0
2Ab
dC 1

(A4)

dq
θ
--------2- = ------------2 > 0
dC 1
4Ab
*
2
dp
1
θ- >0
--------1- = ------- 1 – ------2
2A
dC 1
2b
*

(A5)
(A6)

dp
θ
--------1- = ---------- > 0
4Ab
dC 2
*

(A7)

The sensitivity of the comparative-static results to changes in the level of
product-differentiation is given by the following equations (for the sake of
simplicity we look at the symmetric case where the cost parameters are same for
both duopolists prior to the change in the costs of the PTA exporter):
2

d q1 
–( θ ⁄ b )
 --------------- = -----------------<0
2
 dC 1 dθ
2Ab

(A8)

2

2
2
d q2 
4Ab + 2θ
 --------------- = ------------------------->0
2
 dC 1 dθ
4Ab

(A9)

2

d p1 
–θ
 --------------- = -----2- < 0
 dC 1 dθ
b

(A10)

2

-------4Ab + 2θ
p
d
b
2
 ---------------- = ------------------------>0
2
 dC 1 dθ
( 4Ab )
2

(A11)

dp 
dp 
d p1 
2  dp
-
2p 1 --------1  p 1 – C i --------1  – ( p 1 )  --------1 – C i --------------2
dθ
dc
dC
dθ
dθ
1
1




d L1 
 --------------- = ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------<0
4
 dC 1 dθ
( p1 )
2

dp 
dp 
d p1 
2  dp
2p 1 --------1  p 1 – C i --------1  – ( p 1 )  --------1 – C i --------------2
dθ 
dc 1 
dC 1 dθ 
dθ

d
L
1 
 --------------- = --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->0
4
 dC 1 dθ
( p1 )

(A12)

2

(A13)
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dp
The sign of (A 12) and (A 13) depends on the sign of --------1 , which can be shown
dθ
to be negative for all relevant rages of θ as long as the market for the individual
products is large enough.
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